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• SK-Gd and HK 

• Solar Neutrinos 

• Supernova Burst Neutrinos 

• Supernova Relic Neutrinos (SRN/DSNB)
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Agenda
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Three Generations
Super-Kamiokande 

1996–today (and beyond)

M.Yokoyama (U.Tokyo)

3 generations of Kamiokande family

• Larger mass for more statistics

• Better sensitivity by more photons with improved sensors
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Kamiokande
(1983-1996)

Super-Kamiokande
(1996-)

Hyper-Kamiokande
(~2026-)

3kton 50kton 260kton×2
20% coverage

with 50cm PMT
40% coverage

with 50cm PMT
40% coverage

with high-QE 50cm PMT

?
Kajita, 2015

Kamiokande 

1983–1996

M.Yokoyama (U.Tokyo)

3 generations of Kamiokande family

• Larger mass for more statistics

• Better sensitivity by more photons with improved sensors
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Kamiokande
(1983-1996)

Super-Kamiokande
(1996-)

Hyper-Kamiokande
(~2026-)

3kton 50kton 260kton×2
20% coverage

with 50cm PMT
40% coverage

with 50cm PMT
40% coverage

with high-QE 50cm PMT

?
Koshiba, 2002

Hyper-Kamiokande 

~2027–???

M.Yokoyama (U.Tokyo)

3 generations of Kamiokande family

• Larger mass for more statistics

• Better sensitivity by more photons with improved sensors
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Kamiokande
(1983-1996)

Super-Kamiokande
(1996-)

Hyper-Kamiokande
(~2026-)

3kton 50kton 260kton×2
20% coverage

with 50cm PMT
40% coverage

with 50cm PMT
40% coverage

with high-QE 50cm PMT

?
TBD

!

20× 8× 71m height 

68m diameter 

188 kton FV

New!



• SK-IV ended in June 2018 

• refurbished to prepare for  
Gd loading 

• running stably throughout 2019 

• SK-Gd to start in 2020 

• Dissolve 0.02 % Gd2(SO4)3 in the water (➚0.2% later) 

• 50% (➚90%) of neutrons capture on Gd 

• Based on experiences from EGADS
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Status of SK(-Gd)

original proposal by Beacom, Vagins: PRL 93 (2004) 171101
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Neutron Capture on H

• 105× lower cross-section 

• Capture time: 200 μs 
• Energy: 2.2 MeV 

• sub-threshold ➔ need advanced trigger to try to tag 
some n captures on H 

• Low efficiency (17% in SK), but works 
• higher efficiency with better photosensors in HK?
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• SK: world’s best 
measurement for 
neutrinos: 

• >1.5 σ tension with 
KamLAND reactor 
anti-neutrino 
measurement! 

• Αgreement on θ12 
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Oscillation Parameters
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FIG. 33: Contours of ∆m2
21 vs. tan2 θ12 from the SK-IV (left panel) and SK-I/II/III/IV (right panel) spectral+day/night data

with a 8B flux constraint of 5.25 ± 0.20 × 106 /(cm2sec) at the 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 σ confidence levels. The filled regions give the

3 σ confidence level results. θ13 is constrained by
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FIG. 34: Left: comparison of the oscillation parameter determination of the SK and SNO combined analysis (red) to the
oscillation constraints of SNO by itself (blue). Right: allowed contours of ∆m2

21 vs. sin2 θ12 from solar neutrino data (green),
KamLAND data (blue), and the combined result (red). For comparison, the almost identical result of the SK+SNO combined
fit is shown by the dashed dotted lines. The filled regions give the 3 σ confidence level results, the other contours shown are at
the 1 and 2 σ confidence level (for the solar analyses, 4 and 5 σ confidence level contours are also displayed). θ13 is constrained

by
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about one standard deviation because for low energy so-
lar neutrinos the survival probability (e.g 7Be) is about
(1 − 1

2 sin
2(2θ12)) cos4(θ13) while the MSW effect causes

a high energy (8B) solar neutrino survival probability
of sin2(θ12) cos4(θ13). This results in a correlation of
sin2(θ12) and sin2(θ13) for high energy neutrinos and an

anti-correlation for low energy neutrinos. KamLAND re-
actor neutrino data has the same anti-correlation as the
low energy solar neutrinos because in both cases matter
effects play a minor role. Therefore the significance of
non-zero θ13 increases in the solar+KamLAND data com-
bined fit to about two σ, favoring sin2 θ13 = 0.028±0.015.



• SK: world’s best 
measurement for 
neutrinos: 

• >1.5 σ tension with 
KamLAND reactor 
anti-neutrino 
measurement! 

• Αgreement on θ12 

• Low precision on θ13
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FIG. 35: Allowed contours of sin2 θ13 vs. sin2 θ12 from solar
neutrino data (green) at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 σ and KamLAND
measurements (blue) at the 1, 2 and 3 σ confidence levels.
Also shown is the combined result in red. The yellow band is
the θ13 measurement from reactor neutrino data [26].

VII. CONCLUSION

The fourth phase of SK measured the solar 8B
neutrino-electron elastic scattering-rate with the high-
est precision yet. SK-IV measured a solar neutrino flux
of (2.308 ± 0.020(stat.)+0.039

−0.040(syst.)) × 106/(cm2sec) as-
suming no oscillations. When combined with the re-
sults from the previous three phases, the SK combined
flux is (2.345±0.014(stat.)±0.036(syst.))×106 /(cm2sec).
A quadratic fit of the electron-flavor survival proba-
bility as a function of energy to all SK data, as well
as a combined fit with SNO solar neutrino data, very
slightly favor the presence of spectral distortions, but
are still consistent with an energy-independent electron

neutrino flavor content. The SK-IV solar neutrino elas-
tic scattering day/night rate asymmetry is measured as
(−3.6 ± 1.6(stat.)±0.6(syst.))%. Combining this with
other SK phases, the SK solar zenith angle variation data
gives the first significant indication for matter-enhanced
neutrino oscillation. This leads SK to having the world’s
most precise measurement of ∆m2

21 =
!

4.8+1.5
−0.8

"

× 10−5

eV2, using neutrinos rather than anti-neutrinos. There
is a slight tension of 1.5 σ between this value and Kam-
LAND’s measurement using reactor anti-neutrinos. The
tension increases to 1.6 σ, if other solar neutrino data are
included. The SK-IV solar neutrino data determine the
solar mixing angle as sin2 θ12 = 0.327+0.026

−0.031, all SK solar
data measures this angle to be sin2 θ12 = 0.334+0.027

−0.023, the

determined squared splitting is ∆m2
21 = 4.8+1.5

−0.8 × 10−5

eV2. A θ13 constrained fit to all solar neutrino data and
KamLAND yields sin2 θ12 = 0.307+0.013

−0.012 and ∆m2
21 =

!

7.49+0.19
−0.18

"

× 10−5 eV2. When this constraint is re-
moved, solar neutrino experiments and KamLAND mea-
sure sin2 θ13 = 0.028± 0.015, a value in good agreement
with reactor neutrino measurements.
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• At night, νe content in solar 
neutrinos is regenerated through 
MSW effect in Earth. 

• SK combined result is at ~3σ: 

• KamLAND parameters predict: 

• in HK: 

• observation within 3 years 

• distinguish solar (νe) & reactor 
(νe̅) values at 3σ in ~5 years
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Day/Night Asymmetry
ADN =

�D � �N
1
2 (�D + �N)

23

TABLE XII: The observed zenith angle dependence of event rates (events/year/kton) in each energy region, at 1 AU. The
errors are statistical uncertainties only. The reduction efficiencies are corrected and the expected event rates are for a flux of
5.25 × 106 /(cm2sec).

Observed Rate Unoscillated Rate
Energy DAY MANTLE1 MANTLE2 MANTLE3 MANTLE4 MANTLE5 CORE 8B hep
(MeV) cos θz = −1 ∼ 0 0 ∼ 0.16 0.16 ∼ 0.33 0.33 ∼ 0.50 0.50 ∼ 0.67 0.67 ∼ 0.84 0.84 ∼ 1

4.49− 4.99 79.4+5.1
−5.0 75.5+13.4

−12.2 74.5+12.1
−11.1 91.6+10.9

−10.2 80.3+10.6
−9.9 85.1+11.1

−10.3 86.9+11.4
−10.6 167.8 0.323

4.99− 5.99 124.2+3.8
−3.7 116.8+9.5

−9.0 127.0+8.9
−8.5 123.9+8.0

−7.6 126.7+7.7
−7.4 133.9+8.4

−8.1 112.3+8.5
−8.1 283.6 0.611

5.99− 7.49 139.5+3.3
−3.2 134.2+8.6

−8.2 133.3+8.1
−7.7 155.7+7.5

−7.2 148.5+7.1
−6.9 136.1+7.5

−7.2 153.0+8.3
−7.9 321.4 0.799

7.49− 8.99 93.5+2.7
−2.7 89.3+7.1

−6.6 90.5+6.7
−6.3 88.6+5.9

−5.6 94.0+5.8
−5.6 88.1+6.2

−5.9 102.2+7.2
−6.8 196.6 0.647

8.99− 11.0 52.0+1.8
−1.8 55.7+5.1

−4.7 57.8+4.7
−4.4 47.7+4.0

−3.7 54.4+4.0
−3.7 56.4+4.4

−4.1 65.5+5.1
−4.8 122.2 0.619

11.0− 13.0 15.5+0.9
−0.9 17.4+2.6

−2.2 17.3+2.5
−2.1 15.3+2.0

−1.8 14.9+2.0
−1.7 15.2+2.2

−1.9 17.7+2.5
−2.2 36.0 0.365

13.0− 15.5 3.83+0.46
−0.40 5.69+1.54

−1.18 2.53+1.07
−0.73 2.49+0.91

−0.65 4.19+1.03
−0.80 3.84+1.15

−0.86 4.48+1.33
−1.01 7.45 0.204
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FIG. 32: SK-IV solar zenith angle dependence of the solar
neutrino data/MC (unoscillated) interaction rate ratio (4.49-
19.5 MeV). The day data are subdivided into five bins, while
the night data is divided into six bins. Solar neutrinos in the
last night bin pass through the Earth’s outer core. Overlaid
red (blue) lines are predictions when using the solar neutrino
data (solar neutrino data+KamLAND) best-fit oscillation pa-
rameters and the assumed neutrino fluxes fit to best describe
the data. The error bars show are statistical uncertainties
only.

Afit, SK
DN = (−3.3± 1.0(stat.)± 0.5(syst.))%.

Previously, we published Afit, SK
DN = (−3.2±1.1(stat.)±

0.5(syst.))% in [29] which was the first significant indi-
cation that matter effects influence neutrino oscillations.
The slightly larger significance here is due to a somewhat
larger data set.

VI. OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

SK measures elastic scattering of solar neutrinos with
electrons, the rate of which depends on the flavor con-
tent of the solar neutrino flux, so it is sensitive to neu-
trino flavor oscillations. To constrain the parameters
governing these oscillations, we analyze the integrated
scattering rate, the recoil electron spectrum (which sta-
tistically implies the energy-dependence of the electron-
flavor survival probability), and the time of the interac-
tions which defines the neutrino path through the earth
during night time, and therefore controls the earth mat-
ter effects on solar neutrino oscillations. An expansion
of the likelihood used in the extended maximum like-
lihood fit to extract the solar neutrino signal (see sec-
tion III C) could make full use of all information (tim-
ing, spectral information and rate), but is CPU time in-
tensive. Instead, we separate the log(likelihood) into a
time-variation (day/night variation) portion logLDN and
a spectral portion: logL = logLDN+logLspec where Lspec,
the likelihood for assuming no time variation, is replaced
by − 1

2χ
2
spec

. This χ2
spec

fits the calculated elastic scatter-
ing rate rate in energy bin e of a particular SK phase p to
the measurement dpe ± σp

e . The calculated event rate rpe
is the sum of the expeced elastic scattering rate bpe from
8B neutrinos scaled by the parameter β and hp

e from hep
neutrinos scaled by the parameter η: rpe = βbpe+ηhp

e. The
calculation includes neutrino flavor oscillations of three
flavors; they depend on the mixing angles θ12, θ13 and
the mass squared difference ∆m2

21. r
p
e is then multiplied

by the spectral distortion factor fp
e (τ, ϵp, ρp) which de-

scribes the effect of a systematic shift of the 8B neutrino
spectrum scaled by the constrained nuisance parameter
τ , a deviation in the SK energy scale in phase p described
by the constrained nuisance parameter ϵp, and a system-
atic change in the SK energy resolution based on a third
constrained nuisance parameter ρp. If Np is the number
of energy bins of phase p, we minimize

χ2
p(β, η) =

Np
!

e=1

"

dpe − fp
e r

p
e(sin

2 θ12, sin
2 θ13,∆m2

21)

σp
e

#2
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TABLE XII: The observed zenith angle dependence of event rates (events/year/kton) in each energy region, at 1 AU. The
errors are statistical uncertainties only. The reduction efficiencies are corrected and the expected event rates are for a flux of
5.25 × 106 /(cm2sec).

Observed Rate Unoscillated Rate
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FIG. 32: SK-IV solar zenith angle dependence of the solar
neutrino data/MC (unoscillated) interaction rate ratio (4.49-
19.5 MeV). The day data are subdivided into five bins, while
the night data is divided into six bins. Solar neutrinos in the
last night bin pass through the Earth’s outer core. Overlaid
red (blue) lines are predictions when using the solar neutrino
data (solar neutrino data+KamLAND) best-fit oscillation pa-
rameters and the assumed neutrino fluxes fit to best describe
the data. The error bars show are statistical uncertainties
only.

Afit, SK
DN = (−3.3± 1.0(stat.)± 0.5(syst.))%.

Previously, we published Afit, SK
DN = (−3.2±1.1(stat.)±

0.5(syst.))% in [29] which was the first significant indi-
cation that matter effects influence neutrino oscillations.
The slightly larger significance here is due to a somewhat
larger data set.

VI. OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

SK measures elastic scattering of solar neutrinos with
electrons, the rate of which depends on the flavor con-
tent of the solar neutrino flux, so it is sensitive to neu-
trino flavor oscillations. To constrain the parameters
governing these oscillations, we analyze the integrated
scattering rate, the recoil electron spectrum (which sta-
tistically implies the energy-dependence of the electron-
flavor survival probability), and the time of the interac-
tions which defines the neutrino path through the earth
during night time, and therefore controls the earth mat-
ter effects on solar neutrino oscillations. An expansion
of the likelihood used in the extended maximum like-
lihood fit to extract the solar neutrino signal (see sec-
tion III C) could make full use of all information (tim-
ing, spectral information and rate), but is CPU time in-
tensive. Instead, we separate the log(likelihood) into a
time-variation (day/night variation) portion logLDN and
a spectral portion: logL = logLDN+logLspec where Lspec,
the likelihood for assuming no time variation, is replaced
by − 1

2χ
2
spec

. This χ2
spec

fits the calculated elastic scatter-
ing rate rate in energy bin e of a particular SK phase p to
the measurement dpe ± σp

e . The calculated event rate rpe
is the sum of the expeced elastic scattering rate bpe from
8B neutrinos scaled by the parameter β and hp

e from hep
neutrinos scaled by the parameter η: rpe = βbpe+ηhp

e. The
calculation includes neutrino flavor oscillations of three
flavors; they depend on the mixing angles θ12, θ13 and
the mass squared difference ∆m2

21. r
p
e is then multiplied

by the spectral distortion factor fp
e (τ, ϵp, ρp) which de-

scribes the effect of a systematic shift of the 8B neutrino
spectrum scaled by the constrained nuisance parameter
τ , a deviation in the SK energy scale in phase p described
by the constrained nuisance parameter ϵp, and a system-
atic change in the SK energy resolution based on a third
constrained nuisance parameter ρp. If Np is the number
of energy bins of phase p, we minimize

χ2
p(β, η) =

Np
!

e=1
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• Transition between 
vacuum & matter 
oscillations at ~5 MeV 

• SK sensitivity: ~1σ level 

• HK: 3–5σ in 10 years 

• limit new physics that 
changes spectral shape

10
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FIG. 29: Allowed survival probability 1 σ band from the com-
bined data of SK and SNO (red). Also shown are predictions
based on the oscillation parameters of a fit to all solar data
(green) and a fit to all solar+KamLAND data (blue). The
pastel colored bands are the separate SK (green) and SNO
(blue) fits.

the pp and CNO neutrino flux constraints from all solar
data [23] and the 7Be, the pep and the 8B flux measure-
ment of the Borexino experiment [24]. The SK and SNO
combined allowed band (and the other solar data) are in
good agreement with the MSW curves (based on different
parameters: blue=solar+KamLAND best fit, data best
fit, green=solar best fit).

V. DAY/NIGHT ASYMMETRY

The matter density of the Earth affects solar neutrino
oscillations while the Sun is below the horizon. This so
called “day/night effect” will lead to an enhancement of
the νe flavor content during the nighttime for most oscil-
lation parameters. The most straightforward test of this
effect uses the solar zenith angle θz (defined in Fig. 17)
at the time of each event to separately measure the solar
neutrino flux during the day ΦD (defined as cos θz ≤ 0)
and the night ΦN (defined as cos θz > 0). The day/night
asymmetry ADN = (ΦD − ΦN )/ 1

2 (ΦD + ΦN ) defines a
convenient measure of the size of the effect.
A more sophisticated method to test the day/night

effect is given in [1, 25]. For a given set of oscillation pa-
rameters, the interaction rate as a function of the solar
zenith angle is predicted. Only the shape of the cal-
culated solar zenith angle variation is used; the ampli-
tude is scaled by an arbitrary parameter. The extended
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FIG. 30: Predicted solar neutrino spectra [22]. Overlaid are
expected MSW survival probabilities, green is that expected
assuming oscillation parameters from the SK best fit and blue
from the solar+KamLAND best fit. The 1 σ band of Pee

from the combined data of SK and SNO is shown in red.
Also shown are Pee measurements of the 7Be (green point),
the pep (light green point) and the 8B flux (red point) by
Borexino [24], as well as pp (blue point) and CNO values
(gold point) extracted from other experiments [23].

maximum likelihood fit to extract the solar neutrino sig-
nal (see section III C) is expanded to allow time-varying
signals. The likelihood is then evaluated as a function
of the average signal rates, the background rates and a
scaling parameter, termed the “day/night amplitude”.
The equivalent day/night asymmetry is calculated by
multiplying the fit scaling parameter with the expected
day/night asymmetry. In this manner the day/night
asymmetry is measured more precisely statistically and
is less vulnerable to some key systematic effects.
Because the amplitude fit depends on the assumed

shape of the day/night variation (given for each energy
bin in [25] and [1]), it necessarily depends on the os-
cillation parameters, although with very little depen-
dence expected on the mixing angles (in or near the
large mixing angle solution and for θ13 values consis-
tent with reactor neutrino measurements [26]). The fit
is run for parameters covering the MSW region of oscil-
lation parameters (10−9 eV2 ≤ ∆m2

21 ≤ 10−3 eV2 and
10−4 ≤ sin2 θ12 < 1), and values of sin2 θ13 between 0.015
and 0.035.

A. Systematic uncertainty on the solar neutrino
amplitude fit day/night flux asymmetry

1. Energy scale

True day (night) solar neutrino events will mostly be
coming from the downward (upward) direction, and so
the directional dependence of the SK light yield or en-

Vacuum oscillations dominate MSW dominates

SK+SNO 
1σ region
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We adopt a matter dependence of the form,

Mi(r) = µi(ne(r)/n0
e)

k , (3)

where k parameterizes the dependence of the neutrino
mass on ne, and µi is the neutrino mass shift at the point
of neutrino production. As noted above we expect k to
be close to unity, but we shall show that a wider range of
k is allowed by oscillation data. We have implicitly made
the approximation that all neutrinos are created with the
same values of µi irrespective of where in the sun they are
produced. Since almost all solar neutrinos are produced
within r < 0.2r⊙, for which ne falls by about a factor of
3 from its value at the center of the sun, we consider the
approximation to be reasonable.

We make the parameter choices µ1 = m1 = 0, µ2 =
0.0077 eV, µ3 = i0.0022 eV, m2 = 0.0089 eV and
θ = 0.62. The value of δm2 in a background dominated
environment is m2

2 = 7.9× 10−5 eV2. We will sometimes
refer to µi as MaVaN parameters and mi as background
parameters. As we show, this set of parameters is consis-
tent with KamLAND data and improves the agreement
with solar data.

The evolution of the mass eigenstates as they travel
through the sun is governed by

4iEν
d

dr

!

ν1

ν2

"

=

!

−∆(r) −4iEνdθm/dr
4iEνdθm/dr ∆(r)

" !

ν1

ν2

"

where ∆(r) is the magnitude of the mass-squared differ-
ence of the eigenvalues of the matrix in square brackets
in Eq. (2) and θm is the effective mixing angle in matter.
The value of θm at the creation point of the neutrino is

cos 2θ0
m =

−B − 2µ2
3 sin 2θ

#

B2 + (m2 − µ2)4 sin2 2θ + 4µ2
3(A

0 sin 2θ + µ2
3)

,

(4)
where B = A0 − (m2 − µ2)2 cos 2θ, which yields the
standard result in the limit that µ2, µ3 → 0. With
Q(r) = ∆(r)

4Eν |dθm/dr| , the condition for adiabatic evolu-

tion [12] is Q ≫ 1.
In Fig. 1, we show how θm and Q−1 depend on r/r⊙

for Eν = 0.1, 0.74, 5 MeV with k = 1. We do not show
the evolution of ∆ since it is smooth throughout. Notice
the step in θm at r/r⊙ ∼ 0.0035 for Eν = 0.74 MeV. (The
energy at which this occurs depends on the background
and MaVaN parameters chosen). The step manifests it-
self as a large spike in Q−1; Q < 10 only in a 1 keV spread
around 0.74 MeV. While adiabaticity is violently violated
in this narrow range of energy, it is undetectable because
experimental resolutions are much larger than 1 keV.

For all practical purposes, the evolution is adiabatic
and the survival probability is given by the standard for-
mula [13], P (νe → νe) = (1 + cos 2θ0

m cos 2θ)/2 , with
cos 2θ0

m from Eq. (4). Thus, we find that the survival
probability of solar neutrinos is independent of k so long
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FIG. 1: (a) θm and (b) Q−1 as a function of r/r⊙ for three
representative energies. The adiabatic condition Q ≫ 1 is
violated for Eν = 0.74 MeV at r/r⊙ ∼ 0.0035 because dθm/dr
becomes very large.

as the neutrinos propagate adiabatically. The depen-
dence on the acceleron-matter couplings enters only at
the production point of the neutrino via the µi.

MaVaN oscillations vs. data. We now compare
the predictions of this framework with solar data. To
this end, we use the recently extracted average survival
probabilities of the low energy (pp), intermediate energy
(7Be, pep, 15O, and 13N) and high energy (8B and hep)
neutrinos; for details see Ref. [14]. From Fig. 2, we
see that the MaVaN survival probability almost passes
through the central values of the three data points.
The agreement with intermediate energy data is remark-
ably improved compared to the LMA solution because
PMaV aN (νe → νe) approaches sin2 θ for lower Eν than
for PSM (νe → νe). For the same solution, it is possible
for pp neutrinos to have a higher survival probability than
the vacuum value, 1 − 0.5 sin2 2θ. This control over the
width of the transition region and the larger difference
between the survival probabilities of the pp and 8B neu-
trinos (than cos2 θ cos 2θ for the LMA solution) is a result
of the freedom provided by the additional free parameter
µ3. Keeping in mind that the survival probability of the
neutrinos incident on earth is independent of k, if we set
µ3 = k = 0, we recover the standard MSW case with m2

replaced by m2 − µ2. The k-dependence reappears for
neutrinos passing through the earth.
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FIG. 2: P (νe → νe) vs. Eν for MaVaN oscillations (solid
curve). The dashed curve corresponds to conventional oscil-
lations with the best-fit solution to KamLAND data.

An important question is whether MaVaN oscillations
are consistent with KamLAND data. The solid curve in

5

FIG. 3: The predicted KamLAND spectrum (top) and the
time-averaged solar neutrino survival probability (bottom)
for the LMA-0 best-fit point. For comparison, the standard
LMA-I survival probability is also given. Refer to the text for
details.

sumed to be standard, ϵu11 = 0, one finds a good fit in the
LMA-0 region for ϵu12 ≃ −0.25.

Our LMA-0 solution should not, of course, be confused
with the “VERY-low-LMA” solution [37], which arises
under completely different physical assumptions, namely,
if one assumes large (∼ 5− 8%) density fluctuations [38]
in the Sun [45].

We note that the LMA-0 solution requires that the
value of the φ angle be not too different from π/2. Nu-
merically, if we fix all the other parameters to the values
of fig. 2 and vary φ, we find that LMA-0 disappears at
90% C.L. for φ < 0.45π. As φ is decreased further, the
goodness of the overall fit decreases. Indeed, for φ = 0
(positive ϵ12), the survival probability has the features of
curve (3) in Fig. 1, which are disfavored, as discussed
earlier. The LMA-I solution disappears at 90% C.L. for
φ < 0.31π. A scan over the region of ϵ12 real and neg-
ative gives exclusion of regions of the parameter space
allowed by accelerator limits. For instance, points with
ϵ11 = 0 and ϵu12 < −0.32 are unacceptable at 90% C.L.
For A fixed to the standard value GF ne/

√
2 in the solar

core, the limit is ϵu12 < −0.19, at 90% C.L.

Our choice of ϵu12 = −0.15 implies ϵueτ = ϵuL
eτ + ϵuR

eτ ≃
0.11 (see Eq. (5), in which we set θ23 = π/4), i.e., for ex-
ample, ϵuL

eτ ≃ ϵuR
eτ ∼ 0.05. This is about one order of mag-

nitude smaller than the direct bound from CHARM [9].
A more interesting question is whether the NSI param-
eters of interest for the LMA-0 scenario could be tested
with atmospheric neutrinos. For our specific case, the
existing two-neutrino analyses [39, 40] do not provide
an answer, as the problem is essentially a three-flavor
one. Our investigation [1] shows that regions exist in the
space of the NSI parameters where the effect of NSI on
the atmospheric neutrino observables is minimal and a
satisfactory fit to the data is obtained. As an example,
a point in this allowed region is ϵuee = ϵdee = −0.025,
ϵueτ = ϵdeτ = 0.11, ϵuττ = ϵdττ = 0.08.

The survival probabilities for the best-fit point of the
LMA-0 solution and the standard LMA-I solution are il-
lustrated in Fig. 3 (bottom). The curves represent proba-
bilities averaged over time and over the production region
inside the Sun for the 8B and pep components of the solar
neutrino spectrum according to [35]. The probabilities
for 7Be and pp neutrinos, not shown, are very close (with
less than ∼ 7% difference) to those for 8B and pep respec-
tively in the energy range of these neutrino fluxes. The
energy intervals relevant to the different spectral compo-
nents are also shown in the figure. The interval for 8B
neutrinos is cut from below at Eν = 6.5 MeV; this ap-
proximately corresponds to the threshold of T ≃ 5 MeV
in the electron energy at the SNO experiment.

Interestingly, the LMA-0 solution has the features
sought after in [41], where a sterile neutrino was intro-
duced to eliminate the LMA-I upturn at SNO and im-
prove the agreement with the Homestake rate.

It is remarkable that, despite the wealth of data col-
lected up to this point, such radically different scenar-
ios as LMA-0 and LMA-I cannot be distinguished. The
data expected in the next several years, on the other
hand, should be able to resolve the ambiguity. First, if
the SNO experiment lowers its energy threshold, it may
be able, with sufficient statistics, to look for the upturn
expected for the LMA-I solution. The absence of the up-
turn would indicate the presence of NSI, or some other
new physics. Second, the expected 7Be flux in the case of
LMA-0 is lower, and the difference could be detected by
the Borexino experiment (or by the future solar phase of
KamLAND). Third, the small value of ∆m2 could be de-
tected in the KamLAND spectrum data. The predicted
spectra for LMA-I (standard interactions) and LMA-0
are shown in Fig. 3 (top). It can be seen that the two
are different at high energy where LMA-0 predicts more
events. Thus, to make the discrimination it is necessary
to both collect enough data and have a reliable calcula-
tion of the antineutrino flux for Eν̄ ! 6 MeV. Finally, as
evident from Fig. 3, the two solutions make dramatically
different predictions for a pep experiment[46].

While an observation consistent with the standard
LMA-I solution would allow placing a very effective con-
straint on the neutrino-matter interactions, a discovery
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Figure 2: The survival probability of the electron neutrinos, Pee, (solid line) and survival
probability of the active neutrinos, 1 − Pes, (dashed line), as functions of E/∆m2

12 for
different values of the sterile-active mixing parameter sin2 2α. We take tan2 θ = 0.4. Also
shown is position of the 1-2 resonance for the central density of the Sun. (vertical dashed
line). For ∆m2

12 = 7.1 · 10−5 eV2 the Be-line is at E/∆m2
12 = 1.2 · 104 MeV/eV2, the pep-

neutrino line is at E/∆m2
12 = 2 · 104 MeV/eV2, the lowest (observable) energy, E = 5 MeV,

and the highest energy of boron neutrino spectrum (∼ 14 MeV) are at E/∆m2
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MeV/eV2 and 2 · 105 MeV/eV2 correspondingly.
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To measure their impact on the signal efficiency, the
spallation and 16N cuts are applied to events that can-
not be correlated with cosmic-ray muons (e.g. candidates
preceding muons instead of muons preceding candidates).
This “random sample” then measures the accidental co-
incidences rate between the muons and subsequent can-
didate events. The spallation (16N) cut reduces signal
efficiency by about 20% (0.53%).

4. Fiducial volume cut

Events which occur near the wall of the detector (re-
constructed within 2 m from the ID edge) are rejected.
The volume of this fiducial volume is 22.5 kton. Below
4.99 MeV this cut is tightened. Fig. 13 shows the r2

(= x2 + y2) vs. z data vertex distribution for 3.49 to
3.99 MeV, after the above cuts. Each bin shows the rate
(events/day/bin), with blue showing a lower rate and red
a higher rate. We expect solar neutrino events to be uni-
formly distributed throughout the detector volume, and
the regions with high event rates are likely dominated
by background. To increase the significance in the final
data sample for this energy region (3.49 to 4.49 MeV),
we have reduced the fiducial volume to the region shown
by the black line in the figure and described by

r2 +
150

11.754
× |z − 4.25|4 ≤ 150, (3.1)

where the coordinates are given in meters. This function
was chosen in order to approximately follow the contours
of constant event rate. For the energy range of 4.49 to
4.99 MeV, events which have r2 > 180 m2 or z < −7.5
m are cut.

5. Other cuts

Short runs (< 5 minutes), runs with hardware and/or
software problems, and calibration runs are not used for
this analysis. Cosmic-ray µ events are removed by reject-
ing events with more than 400 hit PMTs, which corre-
sponds to about 60 MeV for electron type events.

6. Summary

Fig. 14 shows the energy spectrum after each reduction
step and Fig. 15 shows the reduction efficiency of the
corresponding steps. The final sample of SK-IV data is
shown by the filled squares and for comparison the SK-
III final sample is superimposed (dashed lines). Above
5.99 MeV, the efficiency for solar neutrinos in the final
sample is almost the same as in SK-III, while for 4.99
to 5.99 MeV, the SK-IV efficiency is better than SK-
III. The reason for the improvement is the removal of a
fiducial volume cut based on the “second vertex fit” [1, 7]
and making a looser ambient event cut. The reduced
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FIG. 13: Vertex distribution for 3.49 to 3.99 MeV data. Ra-
dioactive background leads to a large event rate at the bottom
and large radii. The black line indicates the reduced fiducial
volume in this energy region.

fiducial volume and a tighter ambient event cut for 3.49
to 4.99 MeV results in a lower efficiency than SK-III, but
in exchange the background level has been reduced by
∼ 40%.

B. Simulation of solar neutrinos

There are several steps in simulating solar neutrino
events at SK: generate the solar neutrino fluxes and cross-
sections, determine the recoil electron kinematics, track
the Cherenkov light in water and simulate the response
of the PMTs and electronics. We used the 8B solar neu-
trino spectrum calculated by Winter et al [15] and the
hep solar neutrino spectrum from Bahcall et al [16]. The
systematic uncertainties from these flux calculations are
incorporated in the energy-correlated systematic uncer-
tainty of the recoil electron spectrum. The simulated
event times are chosen according to the livetime distri-
bution of SK-IV so that the solar zenith angle distribu-
tion of the solar neutrinos is reflected correctly across the
simulated events. The recoil electron energy spectrum
is calculated by integrating the differential cross section
between zero and Tmax. Tmax is the maximum kinetic
energy of the recoiling electron, which is limited by the
incident neutrino energy.
Because νe’s scatter via both W± and Z0 exchange,

while νµ,τ ’s interact only in the neutral-current chan-
nel, the (νe,e−) cross section is approximately six times
larger than (νµ,τ ,e−). For the total and differential cross
sections of those interactions, we adopted the calcula-
tion from [17], in which the radiative corrections are
taken into account and where the ratio dσνe/dEe and

SK-IV event rate 3.49–3.99 MeV

• elastic scattering:   

• 10–15 events per day  
at Ekin ≥ 3.49 MeV 

• overwhelmed by background 

• 222Rn decay products 

• impurities in PMTs 

• muon-induced spallation

ν + e → ν + e
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FIG. 17: Solar angle distribution for 3.49 to 19.5 MeV. θsun
is the angle between the incoming neutrino direction rν and
the reconstructed recoil electron direction rrec. θz is the solar
zenith angle. Black points are data while the histogram is
the best fit to the data. The dark (light) shaded region is the
solar neutrino signal (background) component of this fit.

the number of background events in the i-th energy bin,
respectively. Yi is the fraction of signal events in the i-
th energy bin, calculated from solar neutrino simulated
events. The background weights bij = βi(cos θsunij ) and
the signal weights sij = σ(cos θsunij , Eij) are calculated
from the expected shapes of the background and solar
neutrino signal, respectively (probability density func-
tions). The background shapes βi are based on the zenith
and azimuthal angular distributions of real data, while
the signal shapes σ are obtained from the solar neutrino
simulated events. The values of S and Bi are obtained
by maximizing the likelihood. The histogram of Fig. 17
is the best fit to the data, the dark (light) shaded region
is the solar neutrino signal (background) component of
that best fit. The systematic uncertainty for this method
of signal extraction is estimated to be 0.7%.

1. Vertex shift systematic uncertainty

The systematic uncertainty resulting from the fiducial
volume cut comes from event vertex shifts. To calcu-
late the effect on the elastic scattering rate, the recon-
structed vertex positions of solar neutrino MC events are
artificially shifted following the arrows in Fig. 3, and the
number of events passing the fiducial volume cut with
and without the artificial shift are compared. Fig. 18
shows the energy dependence of the systematic uncer-
tainty coming from the shifting of the vertices. The in-
crease below 4.99 MeV comes from the reduced fiducial
volume (smaller surface to volume ratio), not from an
energy dependence of the vertex shift. The systematic
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FIG. 18: Vertex shift systematic uncertainty on the flux. The
increase below 4.99 MeV comes from the tight fiducial volume
cut. (see text)

uncertainty on the total rate is ±0.2%.

2. Trigger efficiency systematic uncertainty

The trigger efficiency depends on the vertex position,
water transparency, number of hit PMTs, and response
of the front-end electronics. The systematic uncertainty
from the trigger efficiency is estimated by comparing Ni-
calibration data (see section II C) with MC simulation.
For 3.49-3.99 MeV and 3.99-4.49 MeV, the difference be-
tween data and MC is −3.43±0.37% and −0.86±0.31%,
respectively [12]. Above 4.49 MeV the trigger efficiency
is 100% and its uncertainty is negligible. The resulting
total flux systematic uncertainty due to the trigger effi-
ciency is ±0.1%.

3. Angular resolution systematic uncertainty

The angular resolution of electrons is defined as the an-
gle which includes 68% of events in the distribution of the
angular difference between their reconstructed direction
and their true direction. The MC prediction of the angu-
lar resolution is checked and the systematic uncertainty
is estimated by comparing the difference in the recon-
structed and true directions of LINAC data and LINAC
(see [9]) simulated events. This difference is shown in Ta-
ble IV for various energies. To estimate the systematic
uncertainty on the total flux, the signal shapes sang+ij and
sang-ij are varied by shifting the reconstructed directions of
the simulated solar neutrino events by the uncertainty in
the angular resolution. These new signal shapes are used
when extracting the total flux, and the resulting ±0.1%
change in the extracted flux is taken as the systematic
uncertainty from angular resolution.

background

signal

SK-IV solar ν paper: arXiv:1606.07538 / PRD94 (2016) 052010

no neutrons

few neutrons



• identify reactor νe̅ 
• including sub-threshold via coincidence 

• minor “background” for solar ν, 
but cross-check for  

• politics-dependent flux … ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

• expect νe only, can set limits on solar νe̅ 

•  with n capture on H ➔ not competitive with 

KamLAND 

• risk of introducing new background, from previously “invisible” neutrons? 
• not a problem, calculate Beacom & Vagins

Δm2
21

Fν̄e
< 4.2 ⋅ 10− 4Fνe
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Using n Tagging for Solar ν

ing a wide variety of potential sources of ambient neu-
trons, we find that they are not a problem.

Cosmic ray muon spallation in SK produces a very
steeply falling spectrum of !105 neutrons/day; their
production is of interest [8]. Spallation also produces
beta-unstable daughters that form a significant back-
ground for solar neutrinos; after cuts following muons,
& 100 spallation betas/day survive. Since these cuts veto
events within seconds and meters of muon tracks, they
will be much more effective on neutrons, which capture in
much less time and distance. Neutrons from spallation
events in the surrounding rock are stopped by 4.5 m of
water shielding surrounding the fiducial volume. Our
conclusions are supported by data from KamLAND,
which is adjacent to SK and has similar shielding [9].
Dissolved Gd would also be present in the optically
isolated outer detector, and the neutron capture rate there
could be up to 103 Hz, due to neutrons from the surround-
ing rock [1]. However, captures on Gd would not produce
enough light to trigger the sparse outer detector.

The rate of !!e " p ! e" " n interactions in SK from
nuclear reactors is ’ 30=day. For the majority of events
the positron would be detectable in coincidence with the
neutron (even without that, the excess singles rate due to
neutron captures could be detected). For the lowest energy
reactor antineutrinos, as well as those originating from
U=Thdecays in Earth, the positron energy is too low to
trigger SK, and the neutron would appear in isolation. The
rate due to U=Th decays is expected to be !4=day.
Atmospheric neutrino neutral-current events may be oth-
erwise invisible if only a neutron is scattered, a relatively
common event, at a rate of !2=day.

At the present U=Th=Rn concentrations in SK, & 1
neutron/day in total is produced by the following pro-
cesses: spontaneous fission of 238U; #"; n$reactions on 2H,
17O, and 18O; and 2H##; n$; estimated by scaling from
SNO results [10]. The GdCl3 additive must meet radio-
purity standards about 103 times less stringent than for
the SK water. Initial test samples, for which no special
care was taken, were measured by mass spectroscopy to
have %238U&’ 10'8 g=g and %232Th&’ 10'10 g=g [11].
Assuming secular equilibrium in the decay chains, the
beta and neutron rates in SK would remain similar to
present values if the samples were purified by a factor of
100. The Palo Verde experiment obtained Gd 10 times
more radiopure than our initial samples, and the SK water
system reduces U=Th=Rn by orders of magnitude from
the original mine water. We are confident that the desired
radiopurity is easily obtainable (as was Ref. [7]).

Natural Gd contains 0.2% 152Gd, which alpha decays
(T1=2 ( 1014 yr, T" ( 2:1 MeV) [6]. With 100 tons of
GdCl3 in SK, the decay rate is !1010=day. These alphas
are invisible in SK, but their introduction may initiate
17O#"; n$and 18O#"; n$reactions. Using the alpha stop-
ping power and the measured cross sections [12], the
neutron production rate is !1=day. Lanthanide contam-
inants (& 10'4) and their decays can also be ignored.

Reactor neutrinos.—The total !!e " p ! e" " n rate in
SK from reactors can be scaled from the KamLAND rate
[9], and is ’ 30=day after oscillations. The threshold for
solar neutrinos in SK-I was Ee ( 5 MeV, and SK-III
should be even better due to a lowered trigger threshold
and much-improved offline reconstruction algorithms
currently being evaluated in SK-II. This was the analysis
threshold for single events. The trigger is efficient to much
lower energies (as low as 3.5 MeV in SK-I), where radio-
activity backgrounds overwhelm the solar singles rate.
However, for the coincidence signal, it should be possible
to identify real events as low as Ee ( 2:5 MeV, covering
most of the reactor spectrum. The present KamLAND
analysis threshold is Evis ( Te " 2me ( 2:6 MeV, corre-
sponding to Ee ( 2:1 MeV in SK. Measurement of the
positron energy determines the neutrino energy, since
E! ’ Ee " 1:3 MeV, and additionally there is a weak
directional correlation [5].

A gadolinium-enhanced SK would have the advantage
of much larger statistics, with about 50 times more fidu-
cial mass than KamLAND. The very high rate would
allow the flux to be monitored on a yearly basis with about
1% statistical error, likely allowing new tests of neutrino
oscillation parameters as reactors at different distances go
through on/off cycles. The expected reactor spectrum is
shown in Fig. 1. The energy resolution in SK is about
6 times worse than in KamLAND, so that spectral dis-
tortions (not shown) will be smeared, though high statis-
tics may still reveal them. Resolution is why the positron
spectrum extends to Ee ( 12 MeV, even though the neu-
trino spectrum [13] plummets beyond E! ( 8 MeV.
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• SN1987a: two dozen events, 
~half of them in Kamiokande 

• Confirmed basic picture: 

• ν burst ≈99% of energy 

• ~1053 erg, ~1058 ν 

• ν arrive ~hours before light 

• Energy loss argument can constrain exotic particles 

• Simulations still limited by available computing power  
➔ take any numbers with a grain of salt

14

What We (Think We) Know …

G. Raffelt, arXiv:hep-ph/9903472
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➔ take any numbers with a grain of salt

14

What We (Think We) Know …

G. Raffelt, arXiv:hep-ph/9903472

“There is a rather long list of numerical challenges 
and code verification issues yet to be met collectively 
by the world’s supernova modelers. 
The results of different groups are still too far apart 
to lend ultimate credibility to any one of them.” 

— Skinner, Burrows, Dolence (arXiv:1512.00113)



• at 10 kpc: 54 k – 90 k events per tank 
(hierarchy-dependent) in ~10 s 

• precise event-by-event 
time & energy information 

• most sensitive to νe̅ 
(~90% inverse beta decay on H) 

• Other interaction channels: 

• ν+e– scattering 

• CC on 16O (for νe and νe̅) 
• NC on 16O

15
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• Pre-supernova neutrinos from Si 
burning (if distance <1 kpc) 
(C. Simpson et al., arXiv:1908.07551) 

• Mass ordering determination  
(K. Scholberg, arXiv:1707.06384) ➔ uses initial νe burst 

• Directionality: ~1° (ν+e– scattering) 

• Useful for multi-messenger 
astronomy with SNEWS(2.0) 

• explore details of SN explosion 
mechanism (e. g. the Standing 
Accretion Shock Instability – SASI)
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• 2100–3150 events in LMC 
(SN1987a-like) 

• 9–13 events in Andromeda, 
(almost) all with n tag  
➔ higher confidence of SN trigger 

• ≥1 event out to few Mpc

17
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• SRN/DSNB observed in SK/HK 
overwhelmingly via IBD  
➔ coincidence of e+ and n 

• spallation rarely produces 
coincidences 

• n tagging can reduce threshold 
to ~10 MeV 

• new irreducible* background: 
reactor νe̅

20

Reduce Spallation Background

ing a wide variety of potential sources of ambient neu-
trons, we find that they are not a problem.

Cosmic ray muon spallation in SK produces a very
steeply falling spectrum of !105 neutrons/day; their
production is of interest [8]. Spallation also produces
beta-unstable daughters that form a significant back-
ground for solar neutrinos; after cuts following muons,
& 100 spallation betas/day survive. Since these cuts veto
events within seconds and meters of muon tracks, they
will be much more effective on neutrons, which capture in
much less time and distance. Neutrons from spallation
events in the surrounding rock are stopped by 4.5 m of
water shielding surrounding the fiducial volume. Our
conclusions are supported by data from KamLAND,
which is adjacent to SK and has similar shielding [9].
Dissolved Gd would also be present in the optically
isolated outer detector, and the neutron capture rate there
could be up to 103 Hz, due to neutrons from the surround-
ing rock [1]. However, captures on Gd would not produce
enough light to trigger the sparse outer detector.

The rate of !!e " p ! e" " n interactions in SK from
nuclear reactors is ’ 30=day. For the majority of events
the positron would be detectable in coincidence with the
neutron (even without that, the excess singles rate due to
neutron captures could be detected). For the lowest energy
reactor antineutrinos, as well as those originating from
U=Thdecays in Earth, the positron energy is too low to
trigger SK, and the neutron would appear in isolation. The
rate due to U=Th decays is expected to be !4=day.
Atmospheric neutrino neutral-current events may be oth-
erwise invisible if only a neutron is scattered, a relatively
common event, at a rate of !2=day.

At the present U=Th=Rn concentrations in SK, & 1
neutron/day in total is produced by the following pro-
cesses: spontaneous fission of 238U; #"; n$reactions on 2H,
17O, and 18O; and 2H##; n$; estimated by scaling from
SNO results [10]. The GdCl3 additive must meet radio-
purity standards about 103 times less stringent than for
the SK water. Initial test samples, for which no special
care was taken, were measured by mass spectroscopy to
have %238U&’ 10'8 g=g and %232Th&’ 10'10 g=g [11].
Assuming secular equilibrium in the decay chains, the
beta and neutron rates in SK would remain similar to
present values if the samples were purified by a factor of
100. The Palo Verde experiment obtained Gd 10 times
more radiopure than our initial samples, and the SK water
system reduces U=Th=Rn by orders of magnitude from
the original mine water. We are confident that the desired
radiopurity is easily obtainable (as was Ref. [7]).

Natural Gd contains 0.2% 152Gd, which alpha decays
(T1=2 ( 1014 yr, T" ( 2:1 MeV) [6]. With 100 tons of
GdCl3 in SK, the decay rate is !1010=day. These alphas
are invisible in SK, but their introduction may initiate
17O#"; n$and 18O#"; n$reactions. Using the alpha stop-
ping power and the measured cross sections [12], the
neutron production rate is !1=day. Lanthanide contam-
inants (& 10'4) and their decays can also be ignored.

Reactor neutrinos.—The total !!e " p ! e" " n rate in
SK from reactors can be scaled from the KamLAND rate
[9], and is ’ 30=day after oscillations. The threshold for
solar neutrinos in SK-I was Ee ( 5 MeV, and SK-III
should be even better due to a lowered trigger threshold
and much-improved offline reconstruction algorithms
currently being evaluated in SK-II. This was the analysis
threshold for single events. The trigger is efficient to much
lower energies (as low as 3.5 MeV in SK-I), where radio-
activity backgrounds overwhelm the solar singles rate.
However, for the coincidence signal, it should be possible
to identify real events as low as Ee ( 2:5 MeV, covering
most of the reactor spectrum. The present KamLAND
analysis threshold is Evis ( Te " 2me ( 2:6 MeV, corre-
sponding to Ee ( 2:1 MeV in SK. Measurement of the
positron energy determines the neutrino energy, since
E! ’ Ee " 1:3 MeV, and additionally there is a weak
directional correlation [5].

A gadolinium-enhanced SK would have the advantage
of much larger statistics, with about 50 times more fidu-
cial mass than KamLAND. The very high rate would
allow the flux to be monitored on a yearly basis with about
1% statistical error, likely allowing new tests of neutrino
oscillation parameters as reactors at different distances go
through on/off cycles. The expected reactor spectrum is
shown in Fig. 1. The energy resolution in SK is about
6 times worse than in KamLAND, so that spectral dis-
tortions (not shown) will be smeared, though high statis-
tics may still reveal them. Resolution is why the positron
spectrum extends to Ee ( 12 MeV, even though the neu-
trino spectrum [13] plummets beyond E! ( 8 MeV.
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FIG. 1. Spectra of low-energy !!e " p ! e" " n coincidence
events and the sub-Čerenkov muon background. We assume full
efficiencies, and include energy resolution and neutrino oscil-
lations. Singles rates (not shown) are efficiently suppressed.
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Dissolved Gd would also be present in the optically
isolated outer detector, and the neutron capture rate there
could be up to 103 Hz, due to neutrons from the surround-
ing rock [1]. However, captures on Gd would not produce
enough light to trigger the sparse outer detector.

The rate of !!e " p ! e" " n interactions in SK from
nuclear reactors is ’ 30=day. For the majority of events
the positron would be detectable in coincidence with the
neutron (even without that, the excess singles rate due to
neutron captures could be detected). For the lowest energy
reactor antineutrinos, as well as those originating from
U=Thdecays in Earth, the positron energy is too low to
trigger SK, and the neutron would appear in isolation. The
rate due to U=Th decays is expected to be !4=day.
Atmospheric neutrino neutral-current events may be oth-
erwise invisible if only a neutron is scattered, a relatively
common event, at a rate of !2=day.

At the present U=Th=Rn concentrations in SK, & 1
neutron/day in total is produced by the following pro-
cesses: spontaneous fission of 238U; #"; n$reactions on 2H,
17O, and 18O; and 2H##; n$; estimated by scaling from
SNO results [10]. The GdCl3 additive must meet radio-
purity standards about 103 times less stringent than for
the SK water. Initial test samples, for which no special
care was taken, were measured by mass spectroscopy to
have %238U&’ 10'8 g=g and %232Th&’ 10'10 g=g [11].
Assuming secular equilibrium in the decay chains, the
beta and neutron rates in SK would remain similar to
present values if the samples were purified by a factor of
100. The Palo Verde experiment obtained Gd 10 times
more radiopure than our initial samples, and the SK water
system reduces U=Th=Rn by orders of magnitude from
the original mine water. We are confident that the desired
radiopurity is easily obtainable (as was Ref. [7]).

Natural Gd contains 0.2% 152Gd, which alpha decays
(T1=2 ( 1014 yr, T" ( 2:1 MeV) [6]. With 100 tons of
GdCl3 in SK, the decay rate is !1010=day. These alphas
are invisible in SK, but their introduction may initiate
17O#"; n$and 18O#"; n$reactions. Using the alpha stop-
ping power and the measured cross sections [12], the
neutron production rate is !1=day. Lanthanide contam-
inants (& 10'4) and their decays can also be ignored.

Reactor neutrinos.—The total !!e " p ! e" " n rate in
SK from reactors can be scaled from the KamLAND rate
[9], and is ’ 30=day after oscillations. The threshold for
solar neutrinos in SK-I was Ee ( 5 MeV, and SK-III
should be even better due to a lowered trigger threshold
and much-improved offline reconstruction algorithms
currently being evaluated in SK-II. This was the analysis
threshold for single events. The trigger is efficient to much
lower energies (as low as 3.5 MeV in SK-I), where radio-
activity backgrounds overwhelm the solar singles rate.
However, for the coincidence signal, it should be possible
to identify real events as low as Ee ( 2:5 MeV, covering
most of the reactor spectrum. The present KamLAND
analysis threshold is Evis ( Te " 2me ( 2:6 MeV, corre-
sponding to Ee ( 2:1 MeV in SK. Measurement of the
positron energy determines the neutrino energy, since
E! ’ Ee " 1:3 MeV, and additionally there is a weak
directional correlation [5].

A gadolinium-enhanced SK would have the advantage
of much larger statistics, with about 50 times more fidu-
cial mass than KamLAND. The very high rate would
allow the flux to be monitored on a yearly basis with about
1% statistical error, likely allowing new tests of neutrino
oscillation parameters as reactors at different distances go
through on/off cycles. The expected reactor spectrum is
shown in Fig. 1. The energy resolution in SK is about
6 times worse than in KamLAND, so that spectral dis-
tortions (not shown) will be smeared, though high statis-
tics may still reveal them. Resolution is why the positron
spectrum extends to Ee ( 12 MeV, even though the neu-
trino spectrum [13] plummets beyond E! ( 8 MeV.
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SRN Search with n-tagging on H
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Fig. 4: Model-independent 90% C.L. differential upper limits on SRN
ν̄e for SK-IV (solid circle). For comparison, both KamLAND result
(open square) [13] and previous SK result (solid triangle) are also
shown.

only atmospheric neutrino background contributions. The
resulting background fit was extrapolated in the signal re-
gion between 16 and 29.5 MeV (total positron energy) tak-
ing into account statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The data was divided into nine bins of 1.5 MeV. Fig. 4
shows the 90% C.L. upper flux limits derived for each bin
based on the background expectations with Gaussian un-
certainties and the IBD cross section evaluated at the bin
center. Below 17.3 MeV spallation background increases
exponentially, so SRN detection in that energy range is
very difficult without neutron tagging. As the SRN flux
per MeV rises with decreasing energy, the region below
17.3 MeV is the most sensitive.

Since this study covers the high end of the solar neu-
trino spectrum, a solar ν̄e upper limit at 90% C.L. of
the annual event rate is also calculated, giving an esti-
mate of 21.2 events/22.5 kton·year. This corresponds to
4.2 × 10−4 × FSSM , where FSSM is the solar νe flux pre-
dicted by the Standard Solar Model [21]. This limit is 20
times more stringent than the previous SK result [22] due
to the powerful background reduction provided by neutron
tagging. However, note that the limit is an order less strin-
gent than the KamLAND result [13] because of the higher
neutrino energy threshold.

6. Summary and outlook

In summary, a search for SRN ν̄e at SK-IV is first con-
ducted via IBDs by tagging neutron capture on hydrogen.
The neutron tagging efficiency is determined to be (17.74±

0.04stat. ± 1.05sys.)%, while the corresponding accidental
background probability is (1.06 ± 0.01stat. ± 0.18sys.)%.
No appreciable IBD signal in the distribution of neutron
lifetime is found using 960 days of data. The number of
observed IBD candidates are consistent with the expected
accidental background. A model-independent differential
flux upper limit at SK is first derived from the previous
17.3 MeV threshold down to 13.3 MeV of the electron anti-
neutrino energy.

With more data collected and after further efforts in
suppressing spallation background, it is expected that the
neutrino energy threshold can be lowered down to 10 MeV
and the better SRN flux limit can eventually be obtained
with neutron capture on hydrogen at SK-IV. In addition,
intense R&D is currently underway towards a gadolinium-
enhanced SK. The higher signal detection efficiency and
greater background rejection provided by neutron capture
on gadolinium, as well as the lowered energy threshold
it makes possible, are expected – in the not-too-distant
future – to greatly improve SK′s sensitivity and ultimately
provide the world’s first observation of the SRN signal.
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• SK-Gd is coming soon! 

• Solar Neutrinos 
• minor improvements from n tagging 

• Supernova Burst Neutrinos 
• separate interaction channels 

• better SN pointing, more accurate reconstruction of νe 
and νe̅ fluxes 

• pre-SN neutrinos from Si burning? 

• Supernova Relic Neutrinos (SRN/DSNB) 
• reduce threshold from 18 to 10 MeV 
• first detection possible within few years
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16O CC Partial Cross-Sections
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FIG. 6. Partial cross sections to various channels of 16O (ν, e− X) as function of neutrino energy

Eν . (a) Cases for X =p, d and pn, and pp as well as the total cross section are shown. (b) Cases

for X =3He (and dp, ppn), α, 3He p, and α p are shown.

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6 for 16O (ν̄, e+X). (a) Cases for X =n, d and pn, and the transition

to 16Ng.s. as well as the total cross section are shown (b) Cases for X =3H (and dn, pnn), α, α n,

and nn are shown.

spectra of Fermi distributions are given in Tables VI–VIII, and compared with those of

CRPA. The cross sections of single proton emission channel in (ν, e−) reaction are enhanced

by about 30%-40% compared with the CRPA, while the cross sections of single neutron

emission channel in (ν̄, e+) reaction are reduced by about 20% compared with the CRPA.
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Suzuki et al., arXiv:1807.02367
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FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6 for 16O (ν̄, e+X). (a) Cases for X =n, d and pn, and the transition

to 16Ng.s. as well as the total cross section are shown (b) Cases for X =3H (and dn, pnn), α, α n,

and nn are shown.

spectra of Fermi distributions are given in Tables VI–VIII, and compared with those of

CRPA. The cross sections of single proton emission channel in (ν, e−) reaction are enhanced

by about 30%-40% compared with the CRPA, while the cross sections of single neutron

emission channel in (ν̄, e+) reaction are reduced by about 20% compared with the CRPA.
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Suzuki et al., arXiv:1807.02367



16O NC Partial Cross-Sections
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FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 6 for 16O (ν, ν’X). (a) Cases for X =n. p. d and pn, and pp as well as

the total cross section are shown. (b) Cases for X =3H (and dn, pnn), 3He (and dp, ppn), α, α n,

α p, and γ are shown.

In case of (ν, ν’) reaction, the cross sections for the single proton (neutron) emission are

enhanced (reduced) by 10% (25%) compared with th CRPA, but the sum of the cross sections

of the proton and neutron emissions are close to those of the CRPA within 2%. The cross

sections of the α emission channel are enhanced by about 1.7-2.2 and 2.0-2.8 times compared

with the CRPA in (ν, e−) and (ν̄, e+) reactions, respectively. The contributions from the

αp emission channel are comparable to those from pp and pn emission channels in (ν, e−X)

and (ν, ν’X) reactions, and large compared with those of the CRPA calculation [17].

Partial cross sections for separate multipoles with 0−, 1− and 2− are also shown in Figs.

9–11 as function of excitation energy Ex for Eν =50 MeV. Contributions other than single

proton or neutron emissions become important at higher excitation energy region, Ex =

25-30 MeV. Relatively large contributions from pp, αp and α emission channels are noticed

around Ex =30 MeV in the (ν, e−) reaction. In the (ν̄, e+) reaction, the contributions from

α and d (pn) emission channels become important around Ex =25 MeV. Large contributions

from the αp emission channel are also noticed at Ex =25-30 MeV in the (ν, ν’) reaction.
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The Power of High Statistics 
@HK

• Detect Hep neutrinos  (                                          ) 

• New PMTs: better E resolution reduces background 
from 8B-ν that get reconstructed at too high E 

• Look for non-standard behaviour at higher energy 

• Different production region inside the sun 

• Resolve production regions of ν inside the sun  
J. Davis: PRL 117, 211101 (2016) + talk 1 hour ago 

• Sensitivity to shorter time variations  
(SK sees just O(10) events/day)
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Supernova Relic Neutrinos 
@SK-Gd & HK

• SK-Gd: 1st observation (few evt/yr — equivalent to 
3×SN1987a before HK starts) 

• HK: hundreds of events in 20 years (even w/o Gd) 
➔ measure spectrum & distinguish different models 

• Can be combined with GW observations of BH binaries 
(J. Davis, M. Fairbairn: arXiv:1704.05073) 

• Further improvements with 2nd HK-tank in Korea
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